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“

HRS has provided an ongoing, professional,
efficient and comprehensive service to us for
over 10 years. They have proven to be very
cost-effective in direct competition, whilst
maintaining the level of service required by
the client.

“

Manchester City Council
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Supporting UK Infrastructure for over 30 years
For more than three decades, HRS Services Ltd has supported clients and contractors with
Highways Inspection, Rail Examination and infrastructure maintenance work covering a wide scope
of project types. Our diverse and specialist services are deployed nationwide to the bespoke and
precise requirements of our clients to ensure compliance, safety and efficient delivery.

Why choose HRS as your Inspection
& Maintenance partner?

A bespoke and expert technical
service

Long term safety and inspection of
infrastructure and buildings requires a highly
experienced and dedicated team. HRS Services
works closely with our clients, maintaining
long term relationships as a trusted provider
of inspection, examination and maintenance
services managing all types of structure:

HRS technicians are highly trained in working
at height and in confined spaces. It is this level
of experience that, combined with lightweight,
efficient roped access techniques, allows HRS
to deploy teams into what would otherwise be
very hard to access areas.

•
•
•
•
•

Fully qualified and accredited Inspection &
Maintenance teams
Efficient delivery of site works and reports
in required formats
Modern, innovative mobile technology –
creating auto visual reports
Dramatically reduce possession times and
costs
Excellent safety record

We have a range of access methods available,
including rope access, drones and autonomous
vehicles. This allows HRS to significantly reduce
possession times and costs whilst carrying out
inspection, examination and maintenance work
on structures.
Our trained and accredited personnel operate in
partnership with our clients to ensure all work
is completed efficiently and within the time
window available.

Our expert Inspection and Maintenance
teams are available to work across the UK in
conjunction with the requirements of our clients
and each individual project.
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Working across UK infrastructure
The HRS team is highly qualified with detailed experience of over 5,000 rail structure examinations,
over 3,000 highways inspections and a growing portfolio of buildings, masts and tower projects.
Accreditations and Approvals
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Sectors
Rail
Our STE02/04/05/07 accredited and qualified Rail
Inspection team has built an impressive track record
of work from major railway to small rail bridge
projects to ensure accuracy, efficiency and safety
for our clients. Our skilled approach complies with
recognised industry standards (such as
NR/L3/CIV/006, PTS/ICI/AC/DCCR and NRHS/RSL/
DZEP) and we have provided support to Network
Rail and have extensive experience working on HS1.
We are capable of working at extreme heights, in
confined spaces, over/on/in water and on active and
disused railway structures.
Highways
HRS has worked for the UK’s foremost road operators
and highways consultants, providing inspections
of bridges, gantries, culverts and footbridges on
both trunk roads and local authority networks. We
commit to a bespoke, ‘safety first’ approach which
is adaptable to complex road structures, including
multi-span post-tensioned concrete viaducts and
cable-stayed and suspension bridges. All of our
services for roads, highways and bridges are provided
in accordance with Highways England’s Inspection
Manual for Highways Structures, BD63/94, BD63/07
and we are seeking BICS Certification.
Buildings
Our cutting edge approach to building inspection
and maintenance allows for cost efficiency whilst
maximising safety. HRS employs multi-skilled
technicians with experience working on a wide
variety of built structures. Our work has included
high-rise, office blocks, listed structures, atria, shafts,
chimneys and more. We frequently assist non-rope
access professionals to ensure safety is maintained.
Masts & Towers
Having worked on some of the tallest structures
in the UK, we are able to efficiently identify and
manage any potential risks before carrying out
work on masts and towers. All projects include an
initial inspection prior to further recommended
maintenance or repair work. Our highly trained
specialists can fulfil bespoke requirements to ensure
the safest and most efficient solution is delivered for
our clients.
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Services
Rope Access
HRS is an expert in rope access, with our specialists having helped form IRATA (Industrial Rope
Access Trade Association). Rope access provides a solution to our clients where other means of
access are impossible or extremely costly. Speed and flexibility combined with the safest method of
working at height makes rope access the preferred choice for inspection and maintenance work and
provides a time and cost effective alternative to scaffolding.
Rope access equipment is extremely lightweight and portable allowing rapid set up and removal.
Our highly trained rope access technicians are able to be safely lowered into the correct location as
well as material and equipment. The flexibility of rope access equipment enables a faster completion
than conventional access methods and generates vital cost savings.
Confined Spaces
HRS’ technicians are highly trained in working at height and in confined spaces. We have extensive
experience working in culverts, bridge voids, risers, tunnel shafts and numerous industrial situations
where risks of engulfment, entrapment or poor ventilation are present. We have provided our
services for a number of specific confined spaces, including in power stations, under railway lines
and highways, air shafts and more.
Our teams are trained in confined space entry and rescue techniques allowing them to work
safely and get out quickly in the unlikely event of an emergency. It is this level of experience that,
combined with lightweight, efficient roped access techniques, allows HRS to deploy teams into what
would otherwise be inaccessible areas.
Drone Surveys
Drone surveys can deliver a large time and cost
saving over other traditional hands-on methods
of inspection. The close visual data (including
high definition images) received is allied with
HRS’ in-house engineering knowledge produces
in-depth reports for our clients. Drone surveys
provide an alternative solution when it is not safe
for technicians to inspect a structure and when
rope access and MEWPs are not suitable. If there
has been a catastrophic structural failure, they
can be the fastest and safest solution to carrying
out an initial assessment with 360° capability (enabling close inspections of bridges, buildings,
highways, topography, roofs, chimneys, masts, pylons, bridges, tower blocks, river walls, wind
turbines and other difficult to reach and unsafe structures). The versatility of our drone platforms
also allows us to offer high tech services including thermographic, topological and volumetric
assessments.
Safety is a top priority and our professional pilots are fully insured and Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) approved. We ensure all proper authorities are informed before carrying out a drone survey,
including councils, police and the CAA, to meet safety requirements and can also provide extra
drone spotters and out of hours work for extra sensitive sites.
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Scour Assessments
As flooding events become more prevalent, railway and highway bridges over rivers have become
more vulnerable to collapse through the scouring away of their foundations. This leads to instability
of the superstructure and the outcome can be catastrophic.
HRS can provide Level 1 and Level 2 Scour Assessments to assess construction and local scour
following floods and damage to bridge structures. We are able to survey the riverbed and its
foundations through our rope access methods to determine risks ratings of surrounding structures.
Following inspection, we can provide maintenance services to remove debris deposited during flood
events reinforce the safety of rail and road bridge structures.
De-vegetation, Geotechnical and Forestry
HRS has the skills and knowledge to provide a range of solutions and labour for de-vegetation,
forestry and geotechnical services. Our capabilities include the removal of vegetation, site clearance
works, station vegetation clearance, removing fly tip material, structural vegetation clearance, treefelling, removal of large trees, waste removal, herbicide spraying, tree surveys, chipping, branch
removal, invasive species control, and the management of descaling requirements.
We’re experienced in working on an array of structures, next to major road networks and on live and
redundant rail structures to ensure the quality and safety of UK infrastructures are maintained. We
have vast experience of awkward access jobs and offer a range of access methods including rope
access, MEWPs, scaffold towers and more to ensure you receive a time and cost effective solution.

Services by Sector

Highways

Highways
•

Rail
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Bridge, Tunnel Shaft, Retaining Wall, Mast and Culvert
Examinations
Lineside and Structural De-Vegetation Works
Condition and Structural Surveys
Detailed and Visual Examinations of Structures
Difficult Access Maintenance Works
Inspection for Assessment
Maintenance and Installation Works
Rock Netting and Slope Stabilisation
Safety Boat Provision
Scour Assessments
Special Inspections (including inspections for
assessment)
Surveying for Hidden and Blind Shafts
UT Gauging Work (to measure paint thickness, size of
members, corrosion depth, etc)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bearing Condition and Dimensional
Surveys
Confined Space Access and Works
(tunnels, pits, culverts and chambers,
etc)
Detailed Dimensional Surveys
General Inspections and Condition
Surveys
Investigation Works (borescope, break
out of materials)
Inspection for Assessment
Material Testing – UT, Concrete
Testing (over, carbonation, half-cell,
concrete sampling)
Principal Inspections
Safety Boat Provision
Scour Assessments
UT Gauging Work (to measure paint
thickness, size of members, corrosion
depth, etc)

Services by Method

Rope Access

De-Vegetation, Geotechnical & Forestry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Inspection and Testing
Condition Surveys
Confined Space Access
Geotechnical, De-vegetation and Forestry
Highway Bridge Structures
Investigation Works
Material Testing
Rail Bridge Structures
Scour Assessments
Structural Surveys

Building Walls, Gabions, Buttresses and Fences
Detailed and Visual Inspections
Installation of Rock Bolts, Dowels and Soil Nails
Laying of Mesh or Netting
Maintenance Works
Pesticide/Herbicide Spraying
Principal and General Inspections
Rock Slope Stabilisation and De-scaling
Surveys and Testing
Tree Felling
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Buildings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bolt and Anchor Testing
Brickwork Testing
Concrete, Masonry and Mortar Sampling and
Testing
Condition or Baseline Building Surveys and
Fault Indication (e.g. leak investigation)
Maintenance Work (concrete repair,
installation, painting, window and general
cleaning)
Paint and Conditioning Monitoring
Pre-Contract Surveying and Dimensional
Surveys
Steel, Aluminium and Cast Iron Testing
Storm Damage Repair/Mitigation and Leak
Investigations
Visual Building Surveys and Safety Removals
Wall Tie Investigations
Various Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)

Masts and Towers
•
•
•
•

General and Principal Inspections
Drone Surveys
Inspection, Maintenance and Painting
Visual Condition Survey Thickness
Coating Measurements

Confined Space

Drone Surveys

Scour Assessments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Condition Surveys
Difficult Access Maintenance Works
Dimensional Surveys
Material Testing
Principal and General Inspections
Rail Bridge and Shaft Examinations
Safety Supervision
Surveys to Tunnels, Pits, Culverts
and Chambers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency Call Outs
Infrared and Thermographic
Imaging
Internal and External Surveys
Laser Scanning
Quarry Face Inspection
Safety Surveys
Topological Survey
Volumetric Assessment

•
•
•
•
•

Calculation of Flow Depths
and Velocities
Debris Removal
Level 1 Scour Assessments
to BD97/12
Level 2 Scour Assessments
Preliminary Risk Rating
Riverbed and Foundation
Surveys
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Automated
Visual Reports
Software

Functions on: Samsung Galaxy Tab | PC

HRS Services’ Automated Visual Reports (AVR) Software
is an advanced system, developed to increase the
efficiency and accuracy of structural examinations with
the capability of delivering reports within hours of
inspection completion.

Allocate jobs to examiners
With varying user access levels
available you can share and allocate
work as appropriate for Admins,
Schedulers, Examiners,
Reports Teams and Clients

Upload reference information
Upload all relevant information
for a project including maps, risk
assessments, method statements,
previous inspection reports,
manuals, policies and more

Offline capability
Input observations and access
pre-uploaded documents without
an internet connection and later
submit report data via a secure
connection

Automatic report generation
Annotated photos taken on-site
are automatically organised into a
report using the client pro forma

Asset Management
Keep track of defects on inspected
structures and access past visual
reports and recorded defects
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AVR Software is developed in-house
by our time-served experts to improve
on efficiency and accuracy for a varied
range of inspection and maintenance
reports for all road, rail and bridge
structures. We are able to work on
projects of any size and any difficulty
to offer a comprehensive service, using
our advanced software, to our clients
and offer solutions to ensure efficiency
and compliance.

Inspection and Maintenance Services
AVR Software enables reports of a structure to be
monitored throughout the entire project to ensure
that inspection and maintenance work is carried out
thoroughly and compliantly. HRS Services operates
across the UK and beyond, with dedicated teams
capable of carrying out a range of inspection and
maintenance work:
Rail, Bridge & Road Inspection & Maintenance
Building Inspection & Maintenance
n Scour Assessments for Rail & Highways Bridges
n Geotechnical Assessments
n De-vegetation & Forestry Services
n Confined Spaces Surveying
n Mast & Tower Inspections
n Drone Surveys
n Cladding Sampling
n
n
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Supporting UK Infrastructure

HRS Services Limited provides bespoke, cost
effective and specialist Inspection & Maintenance
services on a nationwide basis across all types of
buildings and infrastructure. We are part of the
Stroma Group of companies, who also
offer market leading Building Sustainability
and Compliance services as one of the
largest niche service providers to the
Construction and Energy Sectors.

Part of Stroma Tech

HRS Services Limited
81 Burton Road,
Sheffield, S3 8BZ
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